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The Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) Participant Individual Record Layout (PIRL) Reporting webinar discusses the what to expect in TAA’s reporting transition from the Trade Act Participant Report (TAPR) to PIRL. Robert Hoekstra, Technical Expert in OTAA’s Performance Management and Data Reporting Unit, discusses PIRL implementation timelines, changes to the PIRL format, comparisons between submissions systems, and the scope of PIRL reporting.

The webinar supplies the first documentation on how to report services provided under multiple TAA petitions under PIRL and common issues with PIRL edit checks. The webinar also discusses new TAA performance reporting, data validation, and data integrity policies. Finally, the webinar is closed out by discussing upcoming reporting guidance and some closing notes about the TAA website, TAA petition processing, the use of case management funds, upcoming meetings, and TAA regulation.
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